
It was a special day in the movie capital of the world.  A premiere, a writer-director meet-
and-greet, but more importantly:  a Ukrainian day.  It was October 2, 2011, and a crowd 
had gathered at the James Bridges Theater at the UCLA School of Theater, Film & Televi-
sion to view two very different movies.  They were movies that shared a theme of triumph 
over adversity and a celebration of the primacy of their protagonists’ Ukrainian identity, 
no matter the country they came to call home.  Two very different types of Ukrainian 
gladiators were about to take the metaphorical stage. 

As guests walked into the foyer of the theater, they were greeted by members of the CAAU 
board.  The lobby, festooned with images from the works of famous UCLA alums, had 
some extra decoration that day:  posters displaying two prominent CAAU projects, Ukrain-
ian Little League and our International 
Healthcare Fellowship Program, a joint pro-
gram with Ukraine 300, that brings physi-
cians from Ukraine to study at Cedars Sinai 
Medical Center in Los Angeles.   

The afternoon began with opening remarks 
by the MC, Shannon Micevych, Event Plan-
ner and board member of CAAU, and the 
introduction of the film maker Roxy 
Toporowych.    Roxy’s remarks included the 
exciting announcement that her film, Folk! 
Finding Our Roots in Red Dancing Boots, by 
invitation of the American embassy, has 
been chosen for screening at the American 
Film Festival in Kiev, Ukraine in November 
2011. 

Roxy Toporowych is a native of Parma, Ohio, which just might be the capital of the 
“Ukrainian bubble.”  She is the daughter of the diaspora who has turned her talent and her 
camera lens to telling stories of the Ukrainian immigrant experience in America.  Her film 
is the story of Ukrainian Dance in North America—how it was taught, how Americans and 
Canadians kept it alive and vibrant, and, in particular, one woman:  Roma Pryma 
Bohachevsky, who did more to advance Ukrainian dance in this country than anyone.  She 
begins with her story of dance in her home town.  The film culminates with the posthu-
mous presentation of Pani Roma’s repertory at the Lincoln Center in New York City.  The 
applause for the movie matched the applause for Pani Roma’s work in the film.  Many in 
the audience had known or studied under Roma Pryma, so the presentation was extra 
special. 
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Event Raises Awareness of CAAU Programs 

CAAU Film Festival 

By Anna Micevych 

Filmmaker Roxy Toporowych and CAAU Event Director Shannon 

Micevych greet arrivals to the  CAAU Film Fest. 

Continued on Page 2 



Intermission, catered by Bread & Butter Catering, was 

served al fresco on the plaza under a warm fall sun and 

swaying trees.  The sense of shared respect for Ukrainian 

heritage and shared experience was palpable.  Roxy 

Toporowych, circulated among the crowd answering 

questions and discussing her new project, “2nd & 9th”.  

The second film was not just any movie.  It was the Los 

Angeles premiere of the movie Klitschko.  It begins with 

scenes of the barren landscape in Kazakhstan and the 

statement “I was born in Kazakhstan but I am Ukrain-

ian.”  Klitschko, is the story of the indomitable brothers, 

Vitaly and Wladimir.  It is a powerful movie, one about 

hardship and triumph, sacrifice and reward.  This is the 

story of how these two brothers conquered the world and 

never forgot about their roots. 

Both these movies were about Ukrainians.  Ukrainians 

growing up all over the world, but never forgetting from 

whence they came.  Ukrainians who found things to cele-

brate and strive towards, and who refused to listen to any-

one who said it couldn’t be done, it shouldn’t be done. 

The evening concluded with a reception with complimen-

tary wine and appetizers.  The crowd lingered to laugh, 

share stories, debate the best dance and whether the 

Klitschkos should ever step into the ring together, and to 

enjoy the crisp, autumnal evening.  

In the same spirit of community, CAAU continues in its 

ef forts  to  a id  the peopl e  of  Uk ra ine.  

Visit www.CAAUkraine.org for more information about 

ongoing CAAU projects. 

CAAU thanks Shannon Micevych who both conceived the 

idea and planned every detail.   

CAAU is proud to bring programs such as this to life and to 

enhance the cultural fabric of the Ukrainian community in 

Los Angeles. 
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l-r, Brianna Hill, Marika Zaharkiv, Marta Mykytyn-Hill and Diane 

Bertoy enjoy the warm fall afternoon during intermission. 

Intermission served al fresco on the plaza. 

We also thank our outgoing Board Members for their years of service to CAAU: Brianna Hill and Marta Mykytyn-Hill. 



CAAU has funded transportation, housing and other ex-
penses of all four cohorts of Fellows to date.  The total 
amount funded for the 4th Cohort was $12,000.  In addi-
tion, CAAU Board members and Advisors have provided 
hospitality and fellowship to help our the distinguished 
visitors.   

Oxana Tcherniantchouk (Director, Coagulation Consulta-
tion Service, Assistant Professor, CSMC) and CAAU Board 
Member was instrumental in planning and coordinating 
the curricula, specifically designed for the participating 
Fellows.   

The 4th Cohort of Fellows included: 

Valentyna Makhniuk, M.D., Ph.D., Member of the Acad-
emy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine specializing in Medical 
Ecology, Hygiene and Epidemiology.   

Mariana Nikolaychuk, M.D., Cardiologist, Lecturer and 
Research Associate at Uzhgorod University. 

Tatyana Orlova, M.D., Chief of the Neonatology Depart-
ment at National Children’s Hospital “OHMADET”. 

Yulia Scherbak, M.D., Ph.D., Geneticist and Endocrinolo-
gist at National Children’s Hospital “OHMADET”. 

CAAU congratulates the Fellows and thanks all who help 
to make this program possible.   

Four Ukrainian medical doctors, selected by Ukraine 3000 
International Charitable Foundation, participated in the 
fourth session of the International Healthcare Fellowship 
Program at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center (CSMC) in Los 
Angeles for two weeks in April 2010. 

The International Healthcare Fellowship Program was 
initiated by CSMC in response to the vision of Kateryna 
Yushchenko, Head of the Supervisory Council of Ukraine 
3000 and former First Lady of Ukraine to improve mater-
nal and child healthcare outcomes in Ukraine. 

During her first visit to CSMC in 2006, Mrs. Yushchenko 
outlined the guiding concepts of the Ukraine 3000 Chil-
dren’s Hospital of the Future in Kyiv as a state-of-the-art 
institution that will be a central source of medical assis-
tance to critically ill infants and children in all regions of 
Ukraine.   

In February 2007, Mrs. Yushchenko served as Honorary 
Chair of CAAU Ball 2007 to highlight the importance of the 
Hospital. 

After months of collaborative planning and coordination 
between CSMC and Ukraine 3000, and support from 
CAAU, the first 2-week training session was held at CSMC 
in November 2008, with five Ukrainian physicians in at-
tendance.   

International Healthcare Fellowship Program 
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Seated, l-r: International Heathcare Fellows Tatyana Orlova, MD;  Yulia Shcherbak, MD, PhD;   Valentyna Makhniuk, MD, PhD;  Mariana Nikolaychuk, MD; 

with  Oxana Tcherniantchouk, MD (Director, Coagulation Consultation Service, Assistant Professor, Cedars Sinai Medical Center and CAAU Board) 

Standing, l-4: Ryan Kotton, MD (Director, Pediatric Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation);  Anne Hakes, RNP( Pediatric Cardiology);  Christopher Zarem-

binski, MD (CAR Pain Management and CAAU Board);  Irko Prokopovych (CAAU Audit); Jose Tadeo (Executive Assistant to Dr. Charles Simmons, 

Jr.,Chairman, Department of Pediatrics); Larry Colvin (VP Facilities Planning, Design and Construction); Nancy Bonner (Director, Operations Community 

Relations and Development);  Shannon Micevych (CAAU Board);  Bohdan (Dan) Malaniak (Emeritus VP for Academic and Research Affairs and CAAU Ad-

visor);  Charles F. Simmons, Jr., MD,  (Professor and Chairman, Department of Pediatrics, Ruth and Harry Roman Chair of Neonatology);  Anne Prokop-

ovych (CAAU President);  Arthur J. Ochoa, Esq. (Senior VP Community Relations and Development, Chief Development Officer) 

CAAU and CSMC Welcome 4th Cohort of  Visiting Physician Fellows 

Partnership with Ukraine 3000 Foundation Children’s Hospital of the Future in Kyiv 



For the over fifteen years, CAAU and UCP/Wheels for Human-
ity, headquartered in North Hollywood, California, have been 
working in partnership to bring the gift of mobility to needy 
children in adults in Ukraine.  Together, the partnership of 
CAAU and UCP/Wheels for Humanity has completed 10 deliv-
eries of wheelchairs and other mobility aids to needy people 
in Lviv, Rivne, Ivano-Frankivsk, Ternopil, Khmelnytskyi, 
Volynh, Uzhhorod, Chernivtsi and Kharkiv. 

Used wheelchairs are cleaned and refurbished by volunteers 
in the UCP/WfH facility in North Hollywood, then packed in 
large shipping containers for overseas shipment to foreign 
destinations where they are distributed. 

The most recent distribution to Ukraine was conducted in 
September 2010.  A team of five volunteers, representing 
CAAU and UCP/Wheels for Humanity, traveled at their own 
expense to Lviv to delivered of the gift of mobility to needy 
children and adults with disabilities.   

Included in the distribution 
were a number of specialized 
children’s wheelchairs for 
those affected by conditions 
such as Cerebral Palsy.  Each 
of these wheelchairs cost 
between $10,000 and 
$15,000 in new condition, 
and are rarely available in 
Ukraine.  

The CAAU team members 
included CAAU Vice Presi-
dent and Wheels for Ukraine 
Director Yarko Maryniuk, 
M.D., Dmytro (Mitch) Cy-
haniuk and CAAU Board 
Member Paul Micevych, 
Ph.D.  They were joined by 
UCP Wheels for Humanity 
founder and President David Richard, and Chris McAdam, a 
physical therapist who has volunteered for over 10 wheel-
chair distributions around the world. 

The distribution was facilitated by two in-country part-
ners.  Friends in Honor of Christ the Savior (VIHS) navigated 
the increasingly complex requirements for bringing humani-
tarian aid into Ukraine, including approvals from six govern-
ment committees in Lviv and Kyiv, as well as obscure cus-
toms delays that cost $1,250 in storage fees.  In addition, 
VIHS coordinated the applications and scheduling of wheel-
chair recipients, including re-scheduling that was necessary 
due to the delays due to customs. 

The wheelchair fitting and distribution center was at 
Dzherelo clinic, a non-governmental organization that cares 
for children and adults with cerebral palsy, neurologic disor-
ders and other developmental disabilities.  Wheelchairs were 
distributed to children and adults in the care of Dzherelo, 
Rozdil Home for Developmentally Disabled Children, Sheptyt-
sky Hospital and Hospice program, and to children and adults 
from Lviv, Striy, Sambir, Radekniv, Zhovkva and Zhydachiv. 

Continuing the success of 
the Wheelchairs for Ukraine 
program is an important 
priority for CAAU.  Due to 
the many hours of volunteer 
work, this program lever-
ages a modest financial in-
vestment into life-changing 
results for needy children 
and adults with disabilities 
in Ukraine. 

The future of the program is 
challenged by rising costs, 
especially of transporta-
tion.  CAAU will need 
$20,000-$30,000 to partner 
with UCP/Wheels for Hu-
manity on the next distribu-
tion.  Your generous support 

will help CAAU to continue to deliver the gift of mobility, dig-
nity and independence to children and adults with disabili-
ties in Ukraine. 

 

 

CAAU Wheelchairs for Ukraine 
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CAAU was the official sponsor of the  fourth 
Annual Ukrainian Little League Baseball 
Championships for Orphans in Kremenets, 
Ternopil oblast, Ukraine, September 20-25, 
2011. 

Children from orphanages in Rivne, Luhansk, 
Donetsk and Ternopil oblasts in Ukraine par-
ticipated in training and championship com-
petition.  Orphans from Rivne oblast also 
came to participate in two exhibition games. 

Founded by Basil Tarasko, scout for the San 
Diego Padres professional baseball team and 
coach for the National Baseball Teams of 
Ukraine, the Ukrainian Little League is dedi-
cated to improving the lives of disadvantaged 
youth in Ukraine through the sport of base-
ball.   

The championship was won by the team from 
Donetsk, “but all of the children were win-
ners,” according to Mr. Tarasko. 

 

He goes on to stress that the Little League pro-
gram teaches children the importance of play-
ing together, cooperating to reach a common 
goal, and following and respecting rules.  
“These are all skills needed for success in life.” 

During the closing ceremonies, all of the teams, 
coaches and staff marched on to the field, and 
stood proudly while singing the Ukrainian Na-
tional Anthem.  Each team also received educa-
tional souvenirs donated by the National Olym-
pic Committee of Ukraine. 

In addition to the sports program, the Ukrain-
ian Little League Baseball Championship or-
ganizers also arranged for the children to tour 
the city of Kremenets, including visits to the 
remnants of a castle, the local museums, the 
Pochaiyiva Monastery, historical churches and 
St. Ann’s Blessed Well.  Mr. Tarasko and his 
fellow volunteers stress the importance of in-
cluding cultural educational enrichment as a 
part of the program. 

 

Ukrainian Little League Baseball Championships for Orphans 
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“All the children are winners,” Basil Tarasko, District Administrator for Little League Baseball in Ukraine . 



Starting in 2012, the RECOOP HST Consortium will be-

come a membership organization, and members will be 

required to pay annual dues to participate.  For most of 

the Ukrainian and Eastern European research institutes, 

this is a difficult financial challenge. 

CAAU has committed to assist the transition of five 

Ukrainian institutions to become future self-sufficient par-

ticipants in RECOOP HST, with a generous initial grant of 

$5,000 from J. Patrick Johnson, MD. 

In the words of Dr. Vari, “in the 21st century, no country 

can succeed without investing into education and sci-

ences, and empowering the new generation to create a 

better society. 

Initial funding for the transition of five Ukrainian research insti-

tutes to full membership in the RECOOP HST Consortium has 

been provided by 

J. Patrick Johnson, MD 

The Spine Practice, Minimally Invasive and Complex Spine Surgery 

Chairman & CEO, Director, Spine Surgery Fellowship, The Spine Institute 

Foundation 

CAAU funded $5,000 for Ukrainian scientists to attend the 

6th Bridges in Life Sciences Regional Networking Meeting 

in Debrecen, Hungary, April 8-9, 2011. 

The meeting included over 100 scientists from Central and 

Eastern Europe and the United States.  The meeting offers 

an opportunity for young scientists from the region to par-

ticipate in presentations and interactive discussions with 

senior scientists. 

The annual meetings are organized through the leadership 

of Sandor Vari, MD, Director is General Manager of the 

Regional Cooperation for Health, Science and Technology 

(RECOOP HST) Consortium.  Dr. Vari is also Director of 

International Research and Innovation Programs at Ce-

dars-Sinai Medical Center (CMSC) in Los Angeles.  Edward 

Prunchunas, Senior Vice President for Finance and Chief 

Financial Officer at CSMC also plays a key role in coordi-

nating the RECOOP HST programs. 

The CAAU Research Saves Lives program began in 2006, 

when CAAU supported a six-week training program con-

ducted at CSMC for eight scientists from prominent re-

search facilities in Ukraine.  The scientists were also hon-

ored guests at CAAU Ball 2006.  

For the past five years, CAAU has provided financial assis-

tance to enable Ukrainian scientists to attend the annual 

conferences, providing them an opportunity to network 

with their professional peers. 

CAAU Research Saves Lives 
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During the poster session of the Bridges in Life Sciences 6th Annual Meeting on April 9, 2011 in Hotel Tatra, 

Bratislava, Slovakia Dr. Olga Basaraba, Ph.D., junior scientist from Kyiv,  Palladin Institute of Biochemistry, 

National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, and Dr. Leland Chung, Ph.D., director of Louis Warschaw Prostate 

Cancer Center, Cedars – Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, USA are discussing the results at Olga’s poster 

“Expression and biological role of adapter protein Ruk/Cin85 in human cervical adenocarcinoma”.  

During the poster session of the Bridges in Life Sciences 6th Annual Meeting on April 9, 2011 in Hotel Tatra, 

Bratislava, Slovakia Natalya Panasyuk, a postgraduate PhD student from Lviv, Department of Biochemistry, 

Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical University and Dr. Leland Chung, Ph.D., director of Louis Warschaw 

Prostate Cancer Center, Cedars – Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, USA are discussing the results at 

Natalya’s poster “Сhanges in PUFAs due to amaranth oil introduced at the background of experimental 

colitis”.  

Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics, National Academy of Science of 
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine 

Palladin Institute of Biochemistry, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 
Kyiv, Ukraine 

Institute of Cell Biology, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Lviv, 
Ukraine 

Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical University, Lviv, Ukraine   

Amosov National Institute of Cardiovascular Surgery, Academy of Medical 
Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine 



Visit us on the internet at 

www.CAAUkraine.org and on Facebook 

 

 

 

 

 

 

or email us at 

CAAUkraine@gmail.com 

 

CAAU forwarded over $2,100 to the 

Kyiv-Mohyla Academy School of Public 

Health for high-speed internet access 

equipment. 

CAAU Children are Ukraine’s Future  

Endowment Fund 

 Interest Income provides stable source of income re-

gardless of  annual donations 

 Nearly $80,000 from John Tymkiw estate provided 

“seed” money 

 Donors can add to existing CAAU endowment funds or 

designate a new fund (minimum $10,000) 

Orphans in Ukraine 

 CAAU funded the replacement of doors and windows 

for the Home for Developmentally Disabled Children 

in Rozdil 

 CAAU funded school supplies for internats in Radomy-

shyl and Kharikiv, with assistance from Col. John Kark, 

founder and director of the Committee to Aid Orphans 

and Children without Parents in Ukraine,  

Aid to Needy Seniors in Ukraine 

 CAAU funds delivered by Col. John Kark to geriatric 

residences for basic needs 

 Lviv (385 residents, 150 bedridden) 

 Novoselyshche (43 residents, 8 bedridden) 

 Korytne (24 residents, 6 bedridden) 

 CAAU funds delivered to the Orthodox Brotherhood in 

Ukraine to support their soup kitchen for the elderly. 

 

CAAU forwarded over $1,500 to 

the Children of Chornobyl Relief 

and Development fund. 

CAAU Partnership with US Peace Corps in Ukraine 

 CAAU friend and Peace Corps volunteer Catherine 

Romero assisted with the research, coordination and 

counsel regarding projects for an Oxygen Concentra-

tor for a Hospice project in Poltava and for medica-

tions for the seriously ill.  Project was placed on hold 

pending resolution of unexpected bureaucratic com-

plications that jeopardized project completion. 

 CAAU looks forward to Ms. Romero’s future counsel 

on Peace Corps Partnership Grants and other ways 

that CAAU can leverage the Peace Corps presence in 

Ukraine. 

More CAAU Projects in 2011 ... 
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CAAU forwarded over $1,200 to the 

“Healthier Children in Ukraine” partner-

ship with Children’s Medical Care founda-

tion. 



 

c/o Anne Prokopovych 
23232 Park Ensenada 
Calabasas, CA 91302 

C a l i f o r n i a  A s s o c i a t i o n  t o  A i d  U k r a i n e  

 

 

Your financial support sends a positive message to people in Ukraine! 

Testing Testing Testing 

Caption describing picture or graphic. 

Wheelchairs for Ukraine 

International Healthcare Fellowship (Ukraine 3000) 

Ukraine 3000—Children’s Hospital in Kyiv 

Total: 

$ 

$ 

$ 

Name 

Address 

e-mail 

Credit Card # Exp. date 

Signature 

Visa 

Method of Payment   

Check payable to CAAU 

MasterCard 

Orphans in Ukraine 

Little League Baseball for Orphans In Ukraine 

Research Saves Lives 

$ 

$ 

$ 

Aid  to Needy Seniors in Ukraine 

Wherever Needed Most 

Other (please specify) ______________________________ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

Annual Dues for 2012 ($25.00 per member) $ 

Phone 

My form for Corporate Matching funds is enclosed 

Please contact me about Endowment Fund opportunities 

Please contact me about volunteer opportunities 

Please send this form with your donation to: 

California Association to Aid Ukraine 

23232 Park Ensenada 

Calabasas, CA  91302 

Visit us on the web at 

www.CAAUkraine.org 

Donate online at www.CAAUkraine.org. 

CAAUkraine@gmail.com 

 We believe in the people of the emerging de-
mocratic nation of Ukraine, and their ability to 
grow stronger, more prosperous and more 
compassionate. 

 By targeting unmet needs, we facilitate 
broader development of social and economic 
infrastructure for current and future genera-
tions. 

 CAAU remains committed to its mission to 
channel local support to have a direct and last-
ing impact for the people of Ukraine. 

Amex 


